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highly for Nizamu'l-Mulk's generalship. Military strategy
dictated that the best way to achieve victory over such a
powerful enemy was by ambush. He took full advantage of
Dilawar CA1I Khan's headlong impetuosity, and by his cool-
headed tactics managed to secure complete victory over his
formidable foe.
Khaf! Khan does not mention any ambuscade. According
to him, the action between Dilawar 'All Khan and Nizamul-
Mulk took place in a direct manner. In the beginning, €Iwaz
Khan's wing was repulsed by the Barha contingent. His
elephant turned round and caused considerable disorder
among his troops. Although wounded, he did not lose his
head, and continued to conduct the campaign calmly. Qadir
Dad Khan, Aziz Beg Khan and cAzmat Khan kept the field
in spite of heavy odds. The fortune of the day varied from
one side to the other, but the entire aspect of the situa-
tion was changed when fresh forces under the command of
Muhammad Mutawassil Khan joined the retreating army of
Twaz Khan. Sher Khan and Babar Khan who were leading
the vanguard of Dilawar 'AH Khan were slain. Dilawar eAli
Khan himself sitting on an elephant led the assault. Many
Barha Sayyids and Afghans were killed and Dilawar "All
Khan received a bullet in the chest which proved fatal.
Dost Muhammad Khan took to flight, but Raja Bhim Singh
and Raja Gaj Singh, considering it a dishonour for their
race to leave the field of battle, dismounted from their ele-
phants and sacrificed their lives. Nearly five thousand men
on the side of Dilawar 'All Khan lost their lives in the battle
of Husainpur.1
On Nizamu'l-Mulk's side there were very few casualties.
A few men of lesser fame like Tabriz Khan, Badakhshi Khan,
Khwaja Ma'sum, Mirza Na'im, and Diler Khan alias
'Abdullah Beg, one of the associates of clwaz Khan, fell on
the field of battle. Not a single officer of high rank lost his
life. clwaz Khan and Muhammad Ghiyas Khan received
wounds. Both these veterans were honoured with presents
of elephants and horses and their ranks were increased.
Nizamu'1-Mulk ordered his surgeons to attend to the wounded.
The burial ceremonies of the Muslims, who had fallen on
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